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Gallery of Astronomical Marvels

Earthrise, as seen by the
crewmembers of Apollo 8.
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Buzz Aldrin walks
on the moon.

A view of Mercury from the MESSENGER spacecraft.
Read more about Mercury on Page 83.
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A solar prominence flares from our Sun.
Read more about the Sun on Page 95.
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This view of the surface of Venus was generated via radar
and colored to highlight surface detail. Venus’s surface
is not visible to the naked eye, as it is covered in clouds.
Read more about Venus on page 84.

A composite view of the surface of
Mars taken by the Viking spacecraft
shows a 2,500-mile-long scar
called Valles Marineris. Read more
about Mars on page 85.
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A true-color view of Jupiter
as viewed from the Cassini
spacecraft. Jupiter's clouds
are made of ammonia,
hydrogen sulfide, and water.
Read more about Jupiter
on page 86.

Voyager 2 also captured
a view of the surface
of Neptune, including a
large storm that appears
as a great dark spot.
Read more about Neptune
on Page 89.
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The Voyager 2
spacecraft showed
that the surface of
Uranus is hazy and
blue. Read more about
Uranus on Page 88.
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Saturn’s rings are visible in this true-color image
from Cassini. Read more about Saturn on page 87.

Space Shuttle Columbia
before its first launch
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The Apollo 4 unmanned
mission lifts off. This
is the first flight for
the Saturn V rocket that
would eventually take
humans to the Moon.

A robotic arm aboard
the International Space
Station holds onto
the feet of astronaut
Stephen K. Robinson.
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A laser is pointed toward
the Milky Way from the
Very Large Telescope (VLT).

Pointed to a tiny "dark"
point in the sky, the Hubble
space telescope was able
to view the most distant and
youngest galaxies ever seen.

The Crab Nebula shows
astronomers the remnants
of a supernova.

Ancient astronomers
recorded the explosion
of this star nearly
1,000 years ago.
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This image has been
colorized—different
colors represent
different elements
expelled by the explosion.
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This image of Andromeda, our
neighboring galaxy, shows
infrared (red) and X-rays (blue)
not visible to the naked eye. We
once thought Andromeda was a
nebula (see page 144).

This infrared image shows
a bright blue star hurtling
through a large cloud of
interstellar dust and gas.
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The Whirlpool Galaxy is
a classic spiral galaxy.
One of its arms sweeps in
front of a second galaxy
in this image from the
Hubble Space Telescope.
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Astronaut Tracy Caldwell Dyson
looks out the windows of the
International Space Station.
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The International Space Station hangs over Earth. A work
in progress, the ISS has been expanded with additional
modules and solar panels without leaving orbit.

